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Abstract: With the increasing popularity of Internet of Things and big data, libraries, 

as an important distribution and transmission hub of information resources, play a 

very important role in the era of big data. The proposal of "smart library" is promoting 

the direction of library from traditional lending to intelligent service, from paper-based 

to digital resources, from centralization to distribution, from passive to active, from 

generality to individuality, from stereotyped manual to flexible and intelligent. At the 

same time, the emergence and popularity of "Internet +" bring various kinds of 

information to users, but it also causes users to fall into the sea of information 

explosion, resulting in users unable to get information that is really useful to them. 

The actual utilization rate of information is reduced, and the so-called information 

overload situation appears. In this book, we use data analysis, mining, information 

filtering, resource retrieval and algorithm improvement and other network 

technologies to realize the requirements of intelligent recommendation, intelligent 

retrieval, Book location dislocation reminder, real-time positioning, unmanned 

borrowing and returning of books and other functions, so as to provide readers with 

more convenient, faster and more intelligent service mode, and provide readers with 

access to users. Intelligent recommendation tailored to shorten the time of information 

processing, improve the diversity of information resources, help to speed up the 

establishment of intelligent cities. This paper mainly introduces the design framework 

of recommendation algorithm, introduces the recommendation algorithm used in the 

system, and describes in detail the specific implementation method of the system to 

provide personalized services for users and enhance the user experience of readers. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, simply retrieving information and stacking results can no longer meet the 

new and diverse needs of readers, and cannot quickly and accurately help users to 

obtain useful or potentially useful information resources. The needs of reader users 

have shifted from simply looking for information resources to more efficient access to 

information resources that meet their diverse new needs. In this context, libraries can 

only meet the needs of society by providing personalized and intelligent services. Our 

smart library is a kind of intelligent, personalized, digital, and networked information 

science as the basic means, and it is a library operation mode with more efficient and 

convenient features. It can realize the wisdom recommendation of books, the 

misplacement reminder of book position, real-time positioning, unmanned borrowing 

and returning books, etc. It presents a new type of library service in the Internet age. 

 

2. Overall structural design of the system 

The system generally adopts the B/S structure, and the B/S structure is the 

browser/server architecture [22]. The user completes the input and query of the data 

through the browser as the interface, and the main functions of the system are 

implemented by the server. At present, the B/S structure is the most popular network 

structure. Users only need to install a browser on the terminal to enjoy the 

corresponding service, compared to the traditional C/S structure, that is, the 

client/server structure. Users can save the trouble of downloading the client and 

reduce the load on the user terminal. The B/S structure also greatly reduces the 

system development cost and time. The structure of the B/S structure is shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 System structure diagram 
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2.1 system hardware structure 

The hardware system consists of the hardware circuit part with STM32 as the core 

and the upper computer part group with the Raspberry Pi as the core. The hardware 

circuit consists of the bookcase real-time scanning circuit and the access control circuit. 

The upper computer part includes the library database and library in Raspberry pi. 

Website server. Communication between the two parts through the serial port. 

 

Figure 2.2 Hardware System Architecture 

Among them, the RFID tag is used as the location target of the book, the RFID module 

on the shelf is used to capture the RFID tag, and the STM32 controller is used to drive 

the RFID module to communicate with the host to transmit the book information. The 

HMI display can display the book in real time and query in the shelf. Information about 

books. 

Considering the cost and power consumption, we use raspberry pi as the system host 

computer, STM32 communicates with RASP through UART, and uses python to 

operate the data in the serial port buffer. 

 

2.2 Hardware Driver Section  

The program is divided into the following three parts according to the implementation 

management function: slave data collection and information display, host information 

aggregation, transmission, and access control to obtain books and borrow information. 

So this system consists of three main programs, each slave on the bookshelf reads 

the books on the bookshelf through the RF reader, so that the real-time location 

information of each book is known, and the slaves are also retrieved by the RFID tags 

for each shelf. The specific information of this book is then displayed through the HMI 

screen on the bookshelf. The host is responsible for overall planning, integrating the 

information of the slaves, ensuring the accuracy and real-time of the borrowed books, 

and uploading them to the database of the Raspberry Pi management. . 

The program flow chart of the STM32 host is as follows: 
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Figure 2.3 STM32 host program flow chart  

 

2.3 Processing of data interfaces 

The main function of the data interface part program is to translate and process the 

commands and data sent by the STM32 host. The STM32 host will send information 

such as book location change, book loan return, new book shelf, and reader card 

activation to the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi needs to read or write the 

corresponding information to the database. The hardware driver is written in C and 

the database is operated in SQL language, using the Python language to glue the two 

programs together. 

In the system initialization phase, you need to import the package required by the 

program. This program needs the My SQLdb package supporting My SQL database, 

the serial package for serial port operation, the math package supporting data 

operation, the urllib2 package for network connection, and the json package support. 

Import. Adjust the Raspberry Pi serial port baud rate to match the STM32 serial port 

baud rate, and then wait for the command input. Parse the data and perform the 

appropriate actions after receiving the data. The change of the book position, the book 

borrowing, the reader card activation need to rewrite the database, the new book 

shelf function needs to wait for the scanner to scan the ISBN code of the book, and 
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then search the book data in the network database according to the ISBN code, and 

the obtained Unresolved network data is parsed in json format, and finally the parsed 

data is stored in the database. 

 

3. Smart recommendation 

3.1 Smart Recommended Technical Architecture 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Smart Recommendation Technology Architecture 

 

The innovation of this system is mainly the wisdom recommendation. This is based on 

the traditional recommendation, which takes into account the various characteristics 

of the readers in a more detailed and precise manner. By improving the 

recommendation algorithm, the user is more diligent and more invisible. The 

recommended results are more precise, more diverse, and more extensive. The 

system implements an on-demand and active information intelligence acquisition 
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mode, which is guided by the user's behavior characteristics and interest attributes, 

thereby establishing a classification from user interest knowledge to service 

information, which is tailor-made for readers. Technology, to the maximum extent 

possible to meet the reader's personalized, diversified information intelligence 

acquisition. Its technical model is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

3.2 Recommended Process Analysis 

First, the system extracts important information affecting readers from the OPAC 

database, including information retrieval, borrowing information, age background 

information, educational information, etc. Based on information extraction, the 

reader's feature model is established, and the target reader's recent candidate is 

generated based on the reader's feature model. The neighbor set establishes a user-

project matrix based on the nearest neighbor set to generate the nearest neighbor set 

of the target reader. Based on the recent neighbor set behavior of the target reader, 

the needs of the target readers are analyzed and mined, and finally the book 

information resources suitable for the target readers are recommended. The 

recommended recommendation process is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Improved algorithm flow chart 

 

3.3 Optimization and improvement recommendation algorithm construction 

3.3.1 Building a Reader Feature Model 

We created the reader's multidimensional feature model N, with values 0 and 1. Each 

borrowing room is represented by a dimension of the vector. If the target reader has 

a borrowing record for a certain period of time, the value is 1, and if there is no 
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borrowing record, the value is 0. The data source is mainly taken from the OPAC 

system. The main data table of the OPAC system is shown in the figure. 

Table 1 Main data table 

Table name Primary data name 

Collection bibliographic information 

sheet 

Title, author, publisher, version, standard 

book title,Index number, classification 

number, collection location, title record 

number 

Reader information form 

Reader ID, name, region, age, education, 

identity type, activation date, suspension 

date 

Borrowing information form 
Borrowing time, collection location, reader ID 

number, number record number 

On this basis, the following tables are processed as follows: 

(1) Delete various redundant data and invalid data in the original table. 

(2) Standardize the non-standard fields in the original table, and standardize its 

definition fields for later analysis and mining. For example, the information in the 

reader information table is uniformly processed, and the values are standardized and 

unified. 

(3) Data addition. Reader room1, Reading room2,... is added to the reader information 

table. This column is used to count the reader's borrowing situation in the reading 

room of different subjects. If the reader has a borrowing record in the reading room 

of the subject within a certain statistical period, then the subject reading room The 

column has a value of 1, otherwise it takes a value of 0. 

(4) Field deletion. Delete useless field information in each table. Through the reader 

feature model, according to the cosine similarity, the similarity between the readers is 

calculated, and then a certain number of readers with the highest similarity are 

selected as the nearest candidate for the target reader cM . 

3.3.2 Target reader nearest neighbor set generation 

Pair of nearest neighbors cM Each reader u, from the OPAC system library, finds the 

book borrowing and collection of readers and target readers in a certain statistical 

time period, using the collection nU  Said. based on cM  and nU , the user-item matrix 

is established, represented by A(m,n), and the matrix A(m,n) contains the set of the 

union of m target readers and the nearest candidate neighboring borrowed books V 

= ( 1U , 2U , … mU ) and a collection of 
n book book information resources I =( 1i ，

2i ， … , ni ) .Reader u scores on book i, using matrix elements uiR  said. If the reader 
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u does not have a borrowing behavior for the book i within a certain period of time, it 

will be uiR =0. If the reader has a borrowing behavior during the statistical time period, 

since the length of the borrowing time reflects the reader's long-term preference to a 

certain extent, the value determined uiR  according to the borrowing time is calculated 

as follows: 

Let the reader's time series of borrowing books be ( 1t ， 2t , it ,  , nt  ), the starting 

time of the statistical time period is minT , and the deadline is maxT , then the reader u

calculates the book item score value, as follows: 

minmax

min
ui

t

TT

T
R i






 
On the basis of the user-item matrix, by correcting the cosine similarity formula, the 

former Top-N reader closest to and closest to the target reader is calculated as the 

nearest neighbor set of the target reader. The calculation formula is as follows: 
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In the formula,  21,uusim  indicates the similarity between the reader 1u and the reader

2u , 21，I indicate the reader 1u and 2u  and their book that is jointly scored, c,u1R ` cR ,2u

indicate the reader 1u and the reader 2u 's score on the book c , 1uR and 2uR  indicate the 

average score of the reader 1u and the reader 2u on the book. 

3.3.3 Producing a recommended bibliography 

Based on the rating data of the target reader's nearest neighbors on the book 

resources, the target reader's interest preference iuP ,  for the book can be predicted. 

Then, by setting the number of recommended books, or the reader's interest 

preference threshold, a book resource recommendation is generated for the target 

audience.Using the formula based on the weighted average of the project mean, the 

book resource is scored and predicted within the nearest neighbor set of the target 

reader. Let the nearest neighbor set be U, and iuP , is the target reader's interest 

preference for the book i  can be calculated by using the nearest neighbor set of the 

target reader to the score data of the book i. Its formula is as follows: 
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4. Conclusion  

Nowadays, with the increasing popularity of the Internet of Things and big data, users 

are caught in the ocean of information explosion, users can not get the information 
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that is really useful to them, and the actual utilization of information is low. In this 

book, we use data mining, cloud storage, cloud computing and other big data 

processing technologies to extract and analyze the intrinsic characteristics of the data 

and the relevance of the literature, and actively provide the required knowledge 

according to the reader's user behavior. Service, analyze and extract potentially 

valuable information, and match users to information. The system can realize the 

smart recommendation of books, smart retrieval, misplaced reminder of book position, 

real-time positioning, unmanned borrowing and returning books, etc., in order to 

provide readers with personalized service mode, providing readers with near-tailoring 

Create smart recommendations, shorten the time for information processing, increase 

the diversity of information resources, and accelerate the creation of intelligent cities. 
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